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The SunHouse & Wave Studio 

The Introduction of The Cove, deck chairs 

and New wooden large Studio Easels saw 

a great new culture arriving at The 

SunHouse in Term 1. The beginning 

points to the mural began also with 

continuation into the future for another 

output conversation, giving honesty to 

cultural symbols (spiritual mirrors, 

popular culture characters and 

metaphors for Love-Harmony & 

Protection). With the very unexpected 

Global Pandemic, Studio classes were 

forced close with no choice to 

situational-response that followed – I 

have had to move out of the commercial 

lease property to prepare new 

circumstances for the future, with 

opportunity to recommence tutoring as a 

self-employed person, still an ‘unknown’ 

start with expenses high. Term 1 

remaining 4 weeks will likely be 

honoured in Term 3 period. The 

SunHouse & Wave Studio at 526 Hume 

Highway, Casula is now Closed 

permanently. 

 

Key Dates 2020 

Picnic Dates – Term 1 Make Ups ( Term 3 

Re Engagement Location & Dates TBA ) 

See Mini Booklets - Mailed Envelopes 

arriving soon. 
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Client Focused Benefits at Sienna Art Space 
 

 
Benefits of an Art Class 
 
  
1. Personal Growth Concepts 
 
Participants exist in evolutionary concept 
     'I am an Artist' 
 
2. Expression Principles enhance Health Consciousness 
 
Participants experience Physiological Benefits.  
 
With Built-in Pragmatism, the teacher leads with Health 
Conscious and Wellness Focused 
aligned remedial development in Healing Connections. 
 
Social Development is naturally enhanced by the 
earnest qualities of an embracing teacher.  
      Birds of a feather, flock together. 
 
3. Enrichment for all Creatives 
 
Acknowledgements for Enthusiasts and for Talents and 
seeing opportunity for extension, always. 

  
Developing rapport in Studio work & Heart-centred 
process as well as cognitive development, intellectual 
appreciation of 'creative modalities' and how they 
operate 

 

 
 

 
 
         A gorgeous feature of the Sun House &  
              Wave Studio was the interaction with  
              the bells. 
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Benefits of a Holistic Arts &  
    Healing Space 
  
1. Varied Learner Appreciation 
 
Recognitions for the experiential qualities of 
behaviour, connectivity and energy response, are an 
important availability for discussion and consultation 
in team orientation, and include parental consent. 
 
2. Introductions to Energy-centred Lifestyle Practice 
 
Age Appropriate connections and confidence 
building are an a extended connection beyond Art 
School foundations, giving focus need to the 
parameters of healing response and Energy work, 
hygiene and protective procurement. 
 
3. Teaching Supports and Formal PD Training & 
Lifestyle Engagement Activities 
 
Considered availability is given to support aid, with 
refreshments for attending participants.. 'We are a 
bridge'. 
 

4. Growth-concept based Art Recovery, post session Healing Sessions 
 
Holistic Discovery and Energy-based soul awareness therapy is seen as an integrated, direct, transparent and 
documented consultation in 'aware' parameters growth-set for healing clients.  
 
'We encourage the values inherent in esoteric acknowledgement, subtle body work, metaphysical 
'subconscious-responsive soul development, and shamanic healing disciplines - with an appreciation for varied 
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clientele values culturally and on a soul journey.  As a trusted team, we are working in collaboration to support 
also young people in transparent dialogue with their guardians-parents.' 
 
5. Vibrational Source Conferencing – Child-centred support Spiritual Children & Adult Sessional Healing Clients 
 
Outsourcing and collective programming is relationship-driven, client-responsive and collective-care conscious. 
The nature of Child development and Family Unit consciousness is sound remediation in vibrational care, 
based on ongoing connections over the past 24 years for Consultants and Third-based party Intermediaries.' 
  
6. Community Health Supports – Educational fliers, purchasable posters. 
 
Vibrant energy and Happiness is a key component to building and exercising group and self-care amnesty. 
 
 
--- 
 
 

‘Introductions to Energy-Centred Lifestyle Practice’ 
 
Energy-Centred Lifestyle Practice is a blessed introduction found in many spaces, culturally 
imbued and with central concern being well-being based growth and connection to varying 
practices for overall Day -to-day life practice. As a Holistic Arts & Healing Space, extending on the 
core foundation of the Art School it is a natural organic weave – responding to Energy Education 
for Every One. As we are all of differing insight and values, culturally, religiously and spiritually – 
see these as ‘bonus extras’ that are there as supportive connections and by no means are push 
conversation for changing what is your faith, your lifestyles choice and purpose-blessing-
connection in good health and wellbeing.  
 

May we all be Vital and Healthy in our personal practices, for the good ness of all. 
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    Educational Awareness Threads as part of Friday 5th June,         
     ‘Assertive Energy-Protection Day 
 

 
  The Rosemary Shiva 
 
As part of Assertive Energy-Protection Day (Friday 5th 
June, 2020) – here are some Educational Awareness 
Threads for you to connect to & a lovely Gingerbread 
connection recipe you could do with your Child at any 
time.  

 
 

 
Clearing  & Auric Cleansing – Herbal Introductions to Spaces 
 
Sometimes at night, people ‘Energy Load’ from excess energy retention in their subtle field and it 
thus plays out in nervous energy in their legs (lower calves and feet). Before bed it is a good time 
to ‘Energy Dunk’ that is “Let it go” by sweeping through visually and actually saying it audibly as 
in a repeated mantra “let it go” or “release” the connections from the day. Like Cords of energy 
vibrations that we dissolve away with a giant energy-eraser, pull out as threads or dissolve in our 
minds eye, consciously – this is another lovely sweep you can do to let go and maintain Core-
Integrity in your energy waves.  
 
Night time is a good time to ‘Re-Load Energy’ too. As you would with Reiki, meditation, 
rejuvenating relaxation activities and herbal teas-hot cocoa etcetera, you might find a way of re-
loading the feel good for Personal Night Time Connection for Self and with a closely related 
partner, spouse etc..  Look at that relationship together so you feel good – we are all 
energetically connected in our family spaces, and one impacts the others. 
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After a Weekly Sage, flush the house out with open windows, introduce Rosemary into spaces, as 
in window sills. This is an alternative to diffusing. It also eliminates what some might find 
overpowering in the space. Leave for a short time 3 hours in a house during the day or longer, or 
an used room and come back to it as a trial. This gives you that time to register – Is this smell 
overpowering or not for you and with pets in-mind. Like all connections, too much of something 
can be overpowering or a small amount can be overpowering.. or upsetting in nature to other 
family souls in the house. Trials are worthwhile (the good old ‘give it a go’). 
 
Herbal Foot Bath & Auric Shielding 
 
Place 5 fresh sprigs (approximately 15 cm lengths from the garden) to Warm water to use as a 
Foot Bath and alternation for your Footy Baths in Epsom Salts. Refer to Good Vibrations for last 
newsletters 4 Tips in Energy (Your Child & You). 
 
Rosemary as a fresh awareness is a great contribute and can be used as a sweeper through your 
Aura. It is another Great Cleanser (for Protective Detox, low current and for Shielding). Great for 
the Car, Window Sills and dispersed for reduced overwhelm. Like all Natural Remedies, there are 
diverse connections across cultures, ancient lineage and contemporary surfacing/evolutions. 
 

     Energy Education & Holistic Connection Activities -   
           Gingerbread Girls & Boys Making Tradition  
 

This is our New Annual Cookie Making Tradition that connects to Energy Discussion for those 

that would like to introduce their Child or for Teens to share making and get to know their 

Chakras. You can do this as a bonding activity with your Children at soul-wish or just to have fun 

in the kitchen – it is after all, ‘fun to Cook together’ (and all kinds of things from healthy to desert 

to cultural-divine are gorgeous points to connect and discover spiritual conversation). 
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Step 1 – Collect Golden syrup, butter, sugar, 
egg, flour 
To begin, warm the golden syrup. 
Measure all leveled spoon measurements 
into a small heat proof jug. 
Cream butter and sugar until creamy, add 
egg-yolk and beat well.  
Gradually shift dry ingredients into the 
warm syrup. Mix well with a spoon. 
 
Step 2 – Knead onto a lightly floured bench 
or board.  
Using a rolling pin, roll our kneaded 
mixture onto 3-4mm thickness. 
 
Step 3 – Using a Gingerbread man-woman 
shape-cutter – cut out your biscuits and 
place them evenly spaced on a lightly 
greased tray.  
 
Step 4 – Bake in Oven for 15 minutes at 
moderate temperature and use a glove mit 
to remove. Leave to cool. 
 
Collect buttons 
Step 5 - Make a paste for the Choc-buttons 
or sultanas alternatives. Use icing sugar 
and egg white or an alternative at choice.  
 

 

 Recipe  for Gingerbread     

   People  Cookies 

 
You will need: 
 
125g butter 
½ cup Sugar 
1 egg-yolk 
2 cups Plain Flower 
1 tsp bicarbonate of Soda 
3 tsp ground ginger 
2/1/2 tbsp of Golden Syrup 
 
Little Choc Mini buttons 3-4 
for each Man-Woman 
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Energy Education   - Getting to know the 3 Chakral Points  

     Extra Features to the Gingerbread Girl-Boy-Man-Woman: 

You might like to Colour Code the 3-4 Chakral - Points as Choc Buttons or Simply Identify them. 

Heart Chakra – Green                        [ ‘The I love you’ Chakra & ‘I am loved’ Chakra ] 

Solar Plexus – Yellow                           [ ‘I believe’ Chakra & ‘I believe in you’ Chakra ] 

Sacral Chakra- Orange                    [ ‘I am Creative’ Chakra & ‘You are Creative’ Chakra ] 

Base Chakra – Red   (at bottom)        [ ‘I am strong’ Chakra & ‘You are strong’ Chakra ] 

      +   The Third-Eye could be Optional or invisible)       [ ‘I use my minds eye’ Chakra ] 

               ( Located at Forehead) 

 

Glazing side-edges – Wonder Dust (Auric Pouring) 
 

Glaze the outer edges with egg white and feather-shake by holder the original cutter on top – if 

you have a smaller one, you can add the ‘wonder-dust’ white-soft, Fall-icing along the out edge. 

You can point out simply that we have a Field at choice, and the energy that surrounds feels a 

particular way – is energy – and transmits energy. It is called an Aura. 
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Works on Paper 
By Studio Juniors, Studio Kids & Studio Teens 
  
The Archetypal parameters of the human heart are understood as no violation the protective needs for survival, 
instead they have availability to soul consciousness in the energy. 
 
The Human eye and response connections to animal – our dual natures, permeates a very special relationship for 
our teens and child aged creators, be it pet, wild & free-familiar connection or groups. We are embedded in a 
tandem soul response, understanding. 
 
For each of our cohorts, they have explored themselves through drawn art-response, outcomes ranging in delivery, 
with consciousness not through discovery of self-directed aims, connective tissue dynamics in the Studio Art energy 
and feeling discourse. 
 
More basic familiar eye connections have been appreciated, delving into the ‘shape’ consciousness of ‘arc’ and it’s 
counterparts. With immersion further into intermediate ideas of structure to gain technical awareness in pictorial 
understanding and responding to connections in culture: looking at cultural storytelling, animal motif & eye, heart 
and mirror relationships. I am whole. 
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   Animal Connections Awards 2019 
 

Studio Juniors Section (4-6 year olds) 
Savannah Sreenvias 

Zakhar Hussein 
Olivia Zeng 

Studio Kids Section (7-12 year olds) 
Edmalia Neloe 

Amy Fan 
Jennifer Pham 

Studio Teens Section ( 11 – 18 year olds ) 
Alina Memon 

Grace Sun 
Janice Pan 

 
 

 

Certificates of Recognition – Studio 2019 

 
Merit Achievement for Individual Works 

Angie Yap 
James Fan 

Misha Tucker 
Stephanie Zhang 
Madison Ahaotu 

 

Merit Achievement –  
Sustained Development in Process 

Rebecca Yap 
James Fan 
Gregory Vu 

Fatima Sultan 
Verrell Soetanto 
Angelica Board 
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Merit Achievement –  
Playful Conversation Art 

Akara Ly 
Alexan Dharma 

Ariya Ly 
Manya Sharma 
Sumaiya Khan 

 
 

Merit Achievement –  
Shared Dialogues & Studio Consolidation 

Tony Hoang 
Aleah Kumar 

Addison Possamai 
Amy Fan 

Janice Pan 
Valerie Ho  

 

   Merit Achievement – Outstanding Drawing  
Jeremy Cao 
Ruby Nazari 

Akira Tjahjokartono 
Teagan Corlet 

Mahiru Abayaratne 
Addison Possamai 

Jessica Osten 
 
 

 
   

 

Appreciation goes out to Parent-Guardians & students that attended our simple get-together in 

early Term 1 – for food-drink & viewing of the Studio works created by the Child classes & Teens. 

Those present received their Awards and prizes for The Animal Connections Awards.  

I will be contacting parents for those that do not have their projects, drawings or smaller works 

(and a couple of prizes). Due to the COVID-19 Isolation period and now the move away from the 

Sun House at Casula, there has been no option but to keep them stored. As Regulations ease, I 

can make some deliveries at reasonable distance or arrange a meeting point – so all students 

have their work returned.  
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Erin surfaced both digital responses Communication 1 & 2 notices as pdfs on the Home page of 

the Sienna website, and issued printed copies to all remaining attendees in Term 1. Identified 3-4 

week missed lessons are documented on the student roll along with any additional lessons 

missed for those that chose to Isolate earlier for justifiable reason or work simple absent due to 

sickness. As always, we honour the missed lessons as makeups at first opportunity. With House 

studio closure, it is likely that we will find an outside venue or a booked space for evening 

activities. I apologise for the nature of the delay. Included with envelopes sent out are some 

Sketchbook activities the Kids, Juniors & Teens can do for Fun to explore their art at leisure. I 

encourage them always in using that sketchbook for purpose, fun and fulfilment as self-directed 

art-scape. Free-dom! 

 

 
Sienna Art Space – Art School & Holistic Arts continues to be a registered, approved provider for ‘Creative Kids 
Vouchers’ which you can access via Service NSW website for your child. A soft copy is required upfront with 
Enrolment form and direct deposit payment. You pay $100 less to me and attach the voucher. The direct 
weblink for Service NSW 2020 vouchers in which you are entitled to both provisions for various activity - 
https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creative-kids   

 
As at May 06 the Create NSW has issued Guidelines - Digital Provisions allowances – throughout 

the Isolation period, based on Government Health response to COVID-19 Pandemic. Since Term 

1 Week 7 we have postponed ‘In Person’ Studio classes due to the regulations, with the look to 

recommencing the remainder of the term post compulsory isolations. While the Schools 

(Primary & Secondary sectors) have recommenced learning 1 day weekly and now 5 days, 

independent private providers in the Industry await response as Tutoring, Educational & 

Outside-School Activities. I am yet to decide on any distant class provisions in which Vouchers 

can be accepted. You may be looking to use these at a later stage as a ‘free $100 throw’ so to 

speak in which I set something up for the Kids. At this stage I am more interested in ensuring the 

remainder or Term 1 classes be met first, before anything else. 

https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creative-kids
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Good Vibrations is our Sienna Art Space blog that goes back in 
time to 2014. The feature articles surface online with 
conceptual musings on Art, Process, Holistic Arts, Healing, 
Energy and investigations of self and the world.  
 

 
The ‘Active’ Green Tear & White Availability 
  
Cheerleaders, Banquets & Assertive Consciousness 
  
‘Tara’ may be a connection of wisdom for you. Like all ‘active’ consciousness, there is a relationship to the 
[decent self] in giving-compassion as a simple acquisition respected and part of unconditional love for another 
human being. In this period, we also look at [Expenditure], a dirty word to most (monetary device, shared 
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conferencing) and select our values-response based on priority conversation – what 
do I need, how may I survive. 
 
When looking at cultured availability, patterned situations of humanity – it would be ‘lovely’ to see more 
feeling in encouragement & camaraderie. 
 
The Cheerleader as Encourager, falls on know quid-pro-quo-aspect to prospect capitalism – it just is an 
assertive consciousness of [banquet=humble] generosity. 
 
I care for you, therefore.. and I extend my hand simply because, and timely. 
 
      
 

Make Art-your-focused [ Daily] Need   
 
Have you got a pencil? 
 
Do you like the grip on physical acuity? 
 
Like a chick that places her hands & feet in actual soil, to distract oneself 
from the ‘belows’ and the ‘ascension-teaching enrichment’ of ‘Authority’ 
consciousness - I request you flick the white connection… on yellow-
palettes dream. 
 
Today  - Draw, white, sing & dance to whatever topical happiness gives 
you self-serving need. Give process availability. 
Morning connections are sometimes the best timely points for 
maintaining enthusiasm. Like other reintroductions to normalcy, honour 
Energy Rehabilitation as simple repair, programmed intention & with 
reiteration prospect becomes patterned magnifique for honest, 
personal, arts-based outcomes. 
  
Art is a pleasure. 
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About the Drawing & Painting Courses 
  
. Personal development is a ‘Soul Compendium’ ( Developing Art across Artist- sketchbook, drawing 
and painting - paper and canvas ) 
  
. With Fine Arts vocabulary, these courses are structured with lead-in activities, focused content and a natural 
build for Beginners and those with previous tuition and studio artmaking experiences. 
  
.There is ‘Seeker’ territory ‘in’ course content, inspirational teacher dialogue & ongoing elements throughout 
each Course to ‘awaken the fire’ for your own art dialogues & creative practice. 
  
.Suits Life-long Learners. Those seeking experiential & personal development create art that is technical & 
conceptual. Motivation & Inspiration are two key teacher ingredients throughout each course. 
  
.Gives Artist Individual ‘time & space’ in their own practice, with prompts and inspiration forwarded from 
someone who has a diverse, technical expertise, professional experiences in art and an awareness for 
Aesthetics, Conceptual motivations across history and Spiritual focuses in the Energy. 
  

 

See my introduction to Course Topics on the Website 

for Courses 1 -3 for Distance Learning as individual 

certificates and Diploma award.  

‘The Art Filament’ Course 1: Art Foundations –  

Semester 2 Enrolment has opened May 8. 

See the website for details  www.siennaartspace.com 
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.Connections to other Creative Processes & Artistic terrain Appreciation is referenced, including: Writing, 
Poetry, Music, Dance, Energy Work. Learners are only asked to focus on the Primary Focus of Artmaking in 
Drawing & Painting. 
  
.It is recommended to complete all 3 courses for overall benefit, knowledge development, practical evolution 
and application of concrete ideas. 

  
A Diploma is awarded after the Completion of all 3 Courses, satisfactorily over 2 years. 
  
  
Interested students may choose to do just Course 1 or Course 1, 2 and 3 with an awareness they must be 
completed in order. A formal certificate is awarded after each Course. Each course is open to Local Australian 
participants in 2019 and 2020. 
 
 
                                                         Duration of Course           Time Commitment         Course Cost 
Course 1 - Art Foundations          6 months (20 weeks)          4 Hrs p/week                   $1295 AU 
Course 2 - Art Resonance             6 months (20 weeks)         4 Hrs p/week                   $1495 AU 
Course 3 - Art Awareness            12 months (40 weeks)         4 Hrs p/week                   $1695 AU 

 
Course 1: Art Foundations    ( Overview ) 
  
  
Course Content 
  
You will be led through ‘Creative Beginnings’ in Studio Process and asked to respond to Soul Responses in the 
making. A part of this Chapter is Foundations and the unpacking of ideas-scape - Who you are in the Art as a 
natural finding. Erin guides you through a series of activities & topics below, with artmaking projects (some 
short and more extended). 4 hours per week includes reading time and response in artmaking time for you to 
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Create for Self.  Artmaking focus is primarily Drawing & Mixed Media Responses using optional painting 
mediums. The Art journey begins development in technique, concepts and experiences. 
 

Topics - Concepts 
  

 
 ‘The Art Filament’ – Foundations & ‘Leaders’, not Teachers 
  
 ‘Ever-green Myriads – I am Creative Aspect’ 
  
 ‘Elemental Availability – Technical Authenticity’ 
  
 ‘Lyrebird responses – Deconstructing the Soul Response’ 
  
 ‘Conscious Process – Not just Cradle to the Grave?’ 
  
 ‘The Role of Mirror Interface’ 
  
 ‘Interpretation & Interplay’ 
  
 ‘Revisiting Attitudes to Studio Learning, plus' 

  
  Completion of 8 Art Responses & a 4 week Art Project.  
 
  Time frame is 20 weeks to complete, with flexibility to finish at   
  own pace each submission. 

 

 

Objectives 
  
1.1 Seeing Creative Output as Personal, Individual, Collective & Diverse. 
1.2  
1.3 Drawing & Painting with Modal Responses & Innate Desire. 
1.4  
1.3 Developing insight in one’s natural technique and building an interface for growth. 
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1.4 Developing a Culture of Personal Evolution in Projects with ranging ways of making. 
Student Requirements 
  
Equipment / Art Materials: You will need a simple set of Drawing Media with list made available at the start of 
the course. Pencils, Soft pastel, paper or sketchbook, with acrylic paint optional for any mixed media creations. 
Advice is given with course start allowing you to use already owned Art materials with other suggestions from 
economical budget options to more Artist-quality. This is flexible but with options so that Artists can explore 
and experiment, without excessive outlay. 
  
You will receive a Printed Course Materials Reading & Activities Booklet in the Mail. 
The booklet has Clear Instructions & Easy to Understand Steps, including Colour Templates and other Stimulus. 
  
You will need Access to a Computer, Internet Access Email and Media Files (Audios). 
Programs: Microsoft Word for Typing Written Reflections that can be sent by Email. Sometimes Learners 
prefer Photographing Written Reflections using booklet templates as an option, if less confident with 
Computers. A family member or friend may like to support the Learner with submission where concern exists 
in this area. Art exercises & projects will be photographed as the main Completed part of the Course. Audio 
files are support for the Reading Material with a summary to refer back to. 
  
Feedback & Completion of Art projects/Assessable items: 
Constructive, typed feedback for Assessments. 
Suggestions are clear and respond to performance, giving formative assessment with earlier submissions and 
qualitative feedback. Support is offered throughout course for those who may need to speak directly over the 
phone to clarify information. 
Studio Delivery functions as a regular Studio Face-to-Face delivery classes. This is a By Distance Course. 
  

Enrolment Process 
Upfront Payment by Direct Transfer & Electronic Enrolment Form (PDF) emailed to Erin.  
Course 1 Cost: $1295 
  
Beginning of Year Student Intake: 
Those wishing to Complete the Course during Term 1 & 2: 
Monday January 27 to Sunday April 5, 2020  ( Term 1 ) and 
Monday April 27 to Sunday July 5, 2020 ( Term 2 )   
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Mid Year Student Intake: 
 
Enrol from: May 27, 2020 
Closing Date: August 1, 2020   
(Allows for processing time & Course Materials to be posted out to all students on time). 
Course Starts on: August 21, 2020 official start date. Course Materials will be received One week prior to 
course commencement. 
  

The Sienna Art Space’s 2020 Terms and Conditions of Enrolment  (Distance-Course – Specific) are 
listed on the Website. See ‘The Art Filament’ Tab for detailed information. 
 
 
For Educators seeking Teacher- Identified PD opportunities: 
Hour attributions for Accreditation Maintenance includes 4 hrs identified Professional Development hours with 
Standards and engagement listed for Elements: 6.2.2, 6.3.2 and 7.4.2. 
  
Statement proformas with natural written documentation an integrated aspect of course requirements for 
teachers. A formal Certificate is issued with satisfactory completion of the course and assessable items as 
evidence of learning and Collegial Feedback about Professional Practice in accrued Practical development is 
indicated. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
  
  
                                                          

 

  

Contact Sienna Art Space 

For Enrolment, Bookings & Enquiries           siennaartspace@gmail.com 

For Emergencies, Current Student & Parental Correspondence          0433 944 041 

 

mailto:siennaartspace@gmail.com

